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ABSTRACT
The study presents a dynamic analysis of a flexible rotor supported by turbulent journal bearing with
couple stress fluid as lubricant. The dynamic equations are formed for the analysis of rotor center and
bearing center is evaluated. The generalized form of the Reynolds equation is solved under the short
bearing assumption to obtain the bearing forces. The rotor is supported symmetrically on two flexible
bearings which are modeled as nonlinear springs. The dynamic analysis of rotor and the bearing center
has been carried out using the equations of motion which are solved by the ODE45 routine of the MatLab
software. The equations of motion are used to obtain the trajectory plots of the rotor and the bearing
centre over a wide range of non dimensional speed. The results obtained by varying the main system
parameter of given flexible rotor supported on turbulent bearing with couple stress fluid. It is found that
couple stress fluid improves the stability of the rotor bearing system even when the flow is turbulent.

INTRODUCTION
Turbo-machines, one of the most important classes of machinery, are extensively used
throughout the industrialized world. These used in the modern industries usually operate at high
rotational speed which causes rubbing between the rotor and the stator. The continuous rubbing
between the rotor and the stator might result in the permanent shutdown of the rotor-bearing
system. Therefore it is essential to analyze the dynamic behavior of the rotor-bearing system to
improve the stability and efficiency of the rotor-bearing system. Friction, which present between
moving element causes wear of the machine element and proceed towards the permanent
shutdown of machine due to failure of machine element. Lubrication is phenomenon by which a
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thin layer of fluid known as lubricant is provided between the contacting surface which not on
reduces the friction and thereby wear, also it acts as a medium for cooling of the surfaces by
transferring heat generated between the surfaces. Lubricants, which are generally Newtonian and
non-Newtonian, show a vital influence on the performance of bearing. The lubricants used may
or may not contain additive. A lubricant without additive, Newtonian may not perform its
function satisfactorily well under the various operating conditions. Hence some additives are
always added along with lubricants in order to increase its desired characteristics. The usage of
non-Newtonian fluid lubricants increases the load carrying capacity and also improves the heat
transfer rate. Researchers now approaching towards the usage of these lubricant containing
additives. Newton, 1946 put a theory regarding the force required to overcome the viscous
resistance offered by fluid when subjected between two bodies having relative motion among
them. Petroff, 1883 carried out analyses of fluid film lubrication system. He considered the effect
of viscous force that exists due to viscous resistance. Reynolds, (1886) stated that hydrodynamic
action plays vital role for lubrication of bearings. Pressure gets built up in order to support the
applied bearing load. The concept of chaotic turbulence was very first introduced by EI Naschie ,
1988 who analyzed a special form of chaos that can be seen in the localized buckling of shells.
Gardner and Ulschmid, 1974 investigated on the tilting pad and a sleeve journal bearing found
that when the flow regime changes from laminar to turbulent, there is reduction of the maximum
temperature and an increase in power losses. A micro-continuum theory was proposed by Stokes
1966, used for couple stress fluid and was able to explain the particle size effect on the various
rotor-bearing system parameters and its performance characteristics. Lin (1997a b) analyzed the
stokes micro-continuum theory to investigate the squeeze film characteristics of long partial
journal bearing with couple stress fluid as lubricant and explained the dynamic behavior of the
short journal bearing with couple stress fluid as lubricant and resulted in increase in dynamic
stiffness and better damping characteristics and thus reduce the pumping power with decrease of
the flow rate. A numerical scheme was proposed by Abdallah and Lotfi (2001). which was very
efficient in solving the problem for journal bearing lubricated with couple stress fluid using
modified Reynolds equation, the film thickness equation and the boundary conditions for the
pressure field. Hsu C.H., Lin, J.R. and Chiang, H.L. (2003) analyzed the combined effect of
couple stresses and the surface roughness on the lubrication of short journal bearing and found
that combined effect can result in improving load carrying capacity and decreases the altitude
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angle and friction parameters. Lahmer (2005) investigated ,when the Elasto-hydrodynamic
analysis of the double layer journal bearing with couple stress fluid as lubricant analyzed with
micro-continuum theory and found increase in load carrying capacity and stability of the rotor
bearing system and decrease in friction factor and altitude angle.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present research considers a flexible rotor supported by two couple stress fluid film journal
bearings with foundation which behaves as nonlinear springs subjected to a periodic external
excitation is studied using ODE45 routine of MatLab. Fig. 1 shows a flexible rotor supported
horizontally by two identical couple stress fluid film journal bearings with nonlinear springs.
Is the center of rotor gravity,
center of the rotor,

is the geometric center of the bearing,

and is the geometric center of the journal. Fig. 2 shows the cross section of

the fluid film journal bearing where
coordinate,

is the geometric

is the fixed coordinate and

is the rotated

being the offset of the journal center and u being the attitude angle of the X-

coordinate.

Fig. 1 Model of a flexible rotor supported on two non-linear suspensions

From the equilibrium of force, the forces applied to the journal center
motion of

and the equations of

in Cartesian coordinates and the equations of motion of the bearing center could be

written as:
(1)
(2)
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forces.

Fig .2.Cross section of a fluid film journal bearing.
Based on the assumption of turbulent flow and couple stress fluid lubricant, Modified Reynolds’s
equation can be formed as:
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. Thus the Reynolds’s equation can be

Is local Reynolds number
written as
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These are the coupled Non-linear differential equations which represents a Non-linear dynamic
system. The solution of these coupled nonlinear differential equations can be obtained by
MatLab Routine ODE45.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.3. Trajectory maps of rotor centre for l=0.1 at speed ratio (s) = 1.5, 3.5, 7.0

Fig.4. Trajectory maps of rotor centre for l=0.1 at speed ratio (s) = 1.5, 3.5, 7.0
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Fig.5. Trajectory maps of rotor centre for l=0.15 at speed ratio (s) = 1.5, 3.0, 7.0

Fig.6. Trajectory maps of rotor centre for n-0.3 at speed ratio (s) = 1.5, 3.0, 7.0

It is found that the stability of the rotor bearing center increases for the non-dimensional speed
ratios even when the flow is turbulent. For the higher speed ratios the stability of system
increases as compared with considering couple stress fluid in place of Newtonian fluid.
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